Since over 50 years we are leaders in studying, developing and implementing of cutting-edge solutions for flat glass silk screen printing.
The automotive division provides silk screen printing lines with a high level of automation, precision and repeatability. For automotive car sets, tempered and laminated.

Architectural silk screen printing machines are specially designed to print on large glass formats up to Jumbo size 3200×6200 mm.

The home appliance division provides silk screen printing solutions for a sector where printing speed is essential.
Cugher is the ideal partner for companies that print on flat surfaces, it is able to provide highly customized solutions according to Customer production needs.

Cugher has implemented big investments in design and engineering to build up and anticipate proper solutions for the most complex customization requests.

Each activity in Cugher involves technical department, production, sales and marketing, purchasing and human resources. All Cugher departments work together to continuously increase product and service quality.
Cugher produces complete solutions related to silk screen glass printing. Printing Machines are only a part of Cugher products. Our technical department is continuously studying new solutions for handling, quality control and drying needs. Our goal is always to meet Customers production needs, ensuring a high print quality level. 

Our Customers don’t have to worry about the dimensions of their glasses; Cugher is able to find the proper solution regardless of glass size and shape. Dear Customer, let us know your needs, we will find the solution!
G Series machines are the excellence products for automotive glass.

J Series screen printing machines are the perfect solution for Large format glass.

Easy by Cugher is an architectural machine with an excellent price/quality ratio, designed to simplify your work and deliver outstanding performance.

Cugher Glass presents the Fast Series, a new range of printing machines engineered and designed for the home appliance sector.

All Cugher dryers comply with the highest energy standards and are designed as an integral part of the line.

The high range of Cugher handling products allows transportation and stacking of glasses with any dimension and shape in all the directions inside production plant.

Broken screen detection & Automatic Screen Registration System. Print & Glass Quality Control System.
360° Customer Service

Your partners in the pre – production settings and starting process
12 months warranty assistance (taking charge <24 H)

Turnkey Solutions

World Wide Technical Assistance
Spare parts

Customer Service & Technical support

DEDICATED CHANNEL - service@cugher.com

Cugher Glass Srl

www.cugher.com

Plants for glass screen printing

Milan (ITALY)
info@cugher.com

Naples (FLORIDA)
usa@cugher.com